
This market segment continues to 
grow and evolve. People are eating 
out more often and they are moving 
upscale as their incomes grow and 
they seek to improve the quality of 
food they are consuming – not to 
mention their search for a better 
overall experience.

Quick Serve restaurant customers 
are moving up to Quick Casual 
as they fi nd they are eating more 
meals away from home and they 
are widening their search for 
variety and quality combined with a 
homey ambiance.

Fine Dining continues to evolve in 
diversity and raises the bar for a 
total quality experience.

At the same time these changes are 
occurring, operators face cost and 
performance pressures. Having the 
right  products available to control 
costs, increase effi ciency and 
provide the needed performance 
are critical.
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DESCRIPTION PRODUCT CODE  PACK

Table Savers
Table Savers are used to present a fresh, clean appearance as well as reduce the expense for linen rental. Changing linen 
between each seating at a table incurs a linen expense, requires time, labor and can be disruptive in the dining environ-
ment. Custom sizes are available as well as custom random prints in 1 or 2 colors.

24" x 30" Table Saver - White 001728  2 x 200 
30" x 30" Table Saver - White 001727  2 x 150 
36" x 36" Table Saver - White 001724  2 x 150 

Parchment Triangles & Greaseproof Cake Circles
Parchment Triangles used for cake decorating and piping. Quilon greaseproof cake circles are used for baking or display.

18" x 18" x 25.5" Parchment Triangle 019484  2 x 500 
7" QBake Cake Circle  019480  1000 
8" QBake Cake Circle   019481  1000 
9" QBake Cake Circle  019482 1000 
10" QBake Cake Circle  019483 1000 

Toaster Sheets
Used as carrier sheets for hors d’oeuvres to eliminate pan washing and oven clean-up. These sheets can withstand high 
oven temperatures and have a high performance release coating so that items being prepared do not stick to the sheet. 

12" x 10.75" Toaster Sheet 019836  6 x 400 

Basket Liners
Basket Liners are dry waxed to prevent leak through of grease and have wet strength to hold moist food items.

12" x12" Red Check  110840  2000 
12" x12" Green Check  110842  2000 
12" x12" Blue Check 110844  2000 
12" x12" Black Check  110846  2000 
12" x12" Variety Check 110848  4 x 500 

Pan Liners
Pan Liners are used not only to bake pastries and breads on but also to line pans that are used for baking to eliminate or 
reduce clean-up time as well prevent items that are being cooked from sticking due to their release agent coatings. 

EnviroBake® Pan Liner 16.375" x 24.375"  019705 1000 
QBake Pan Liner 16.375" x 24.375"  019010 1000 

Interfolded Deli Paper
Interfolded deli comes in a variety of sizes, packed in convenient pop-up dispensers and serves multiple uses such as 
lining baskets, wrapping food items, inter-leaving sheets for pre-proportioned items to mention a few.

MXL-6,  6" x 10.75"    105501 12 x 500 
MXL-8,  8" x 10.75"   105502 12 x 500 
MXL-10,  10" x 10.75"  105503 12 x 500 
MXL-12,  12" x 10.75"  105504 12 x 500 
MXL-15,  15" x 10.75"   105505 12 x 500 

Doggie Bags
Doggie Bags are designed to get the leftovers home without creating a mess along the way. Heavy white kraft paper with 
a substantial poly coating assure your customer that leftovers will stay in the bag. 
5" x 3" x 12" Poly Lined Doggie Bag - Printed 320771 500 
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